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Abstract
The theory of constructuralism describes how shared knowledge, representative of cultural forms,
develops between individuals through social interaction. Constructuralism argues that through
interaction and individual learning, the social network (who interacts with whom) and the knowl-
edge network (who knows what) coevolve. In the present work, we extend the theory of con-
structuralism and implement this extension in an agent-based model (ABM). Our work focuses on
the theory’s inability to describe how people form and utilize stereotypes of higher order social
structures, in particular observable social groups and society as a whole. In our ABM, we formalize
this theoretical extension by creating agents that construct, adapt, and utilize social stereotypes of
individuals, social groups, and society. We then use this model to carry out a virtual experiment that
explores how ethnocentric stereotypes and the underlying distribution of culture in an artificial soci-
ety interact to produce varying levels of social relationships across social groups. In general, we find
that neither stereotypes nor the form of underlying cultural structures alone are sufficient to explain
the extent of social relationships across social groups. Rather, we provide evidence that shared cul-
ture, social relations, and group stereotypes all intermingle to produce macrosocial structure.
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Introduction

The process by which people interact, exchange information, and consequently learn is the central

component of Carley’s (1990, 1991) theory of constructuralism. Constructuralism argues that indi-

vidual learning from interactions takes place on two levels. First, social interactions bring us new

knowledge, knowledge that represents bits of larger cultural forms we collect over time. Second,
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as human receive and share knowledge with interaction partners, we ‘‘learn’’ a perception of what

we expect them to know. Paired with the assumption of homophily (Lazarsfeld & Merton, 1954;

McPherson, Lovin, & Cook, 2001), that people tend to interact with others similar to them, construc-

turalism explains how social relationships evolve as, via interaction, the knowledge two actors

believe themselves to share increases.

This approach to the coevolution of knowledge and social relationships has considerable expla-

natory power over the dynamics of social networks (Lizardo, 2006; Pachucki & Breiger, 2010) and

has proved to be an effective tool for social simulation (Carley & Hill, 2001; Hirshman, Charles, &

Carley, 2011). However, the theory of constructuralism relies on two assumptions that make mod-

eling large-scale social systems difficult. First, constructuralism assumes that humans are able to

retain a perception of each individual they know to exist. Second, the theory assumes that our per-

ceptions of individuals are compartmentalized—what we know and learn about a specific individual

does not inform our perception of anyone else.

In reality, while humans may hold a persistent perception of a small set of individuals, cognitive

limitations prevent us from retaining specific views of each person we know to exist. Rather, humans

make the most of our cognitive abilities by incorporating what we learn of individuals into general-

ized beliefs of what groups of people are likely to know. Our perception of a specific individual is,

consequently, a mishmash of what we have gleaned from prior experiences with him or her and oth-

ers we, wittingly or unwittingly, determined were similar (Hilton & von Hippel, 1996; Schaller &

Lataner 1996). Obvious examples of ‘‘similar’’ include race or gender, but we will define similarity

in the present work as two actors that both belong to one of the two higher order social structures—a

social group (e.g., Tajfel & Turner, 1979) or the generalized other, defined by Mead (1925) as the

cognitive depiction of society as a whole.

These perceptions of higher order social structures are the basis for social stereotypes. Stereo-

types are a useful cognitive tool in that they allow us to navigate an impossibly large social world

to find others we believe we can benefit from interacting with. However, while useful, these stereo-

types are error-prone. In particular, our stereotypes of others are frequently biased by a belief that

those in our own groups are much better candidates for beneficial interaction than those outside

of them. This bias is often referred to as ethnocentrism, favoritism of one’s own group at the expense

of others (e.g., Hartshorn, Kaznatcheev, & Shultz, 2012).

Constructuralism, in its original form, cannot directly address the issue of ethnocentrism because

it does not explain how we form perceptions of social groups or the generalized other. In the present

work, we extend constructuralism to model these perceptions. We describe how homophily can be

based on perceived knowledge similarity while still accounting for the fact that humans constantly

make inferences using social stereotypes. The crux of our extension is a new model of implicit social

cognition (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995) that utilizes the ideas of cognitive schemas, a general cog-

nitive model that includes mechanisms for stereotyping (e.g., Rumelhart, 1978), and the instantiation

of schemas due to the activation of concepts (Collins & Loftus, 1975).

We develop our extensions to constructuralism in a simple yet elegant agent-based model (ABM)

that connects three levels of the social world. At a sociostructural level, agents are placed into social

groups. At the individual level, agents use the group affiliation of their interaction partners to create

and refine schemas of other agents, social groups, and the generalized other. Finally, at the dyadic

level, agents use schemas to determine the knowledge of others. They then use homophily to deter-

mine with whom they will interact. Importantly, all of this occurs within an ABM that is both more

computationally efficient and more cognitively plausible than those implementing previous instan-

tiations of constructuralism, a fact we detail further in other work (Morgan, Joseph, & Carley, n.d.).

Using this model, we can begin to explore how ethnocentric stereotypes affect intergroup rela-

tionships in a society. To this end, we carry out a virtual experiment to understand how varying the

degree of ethnocentrism in an artificial society affects the formation of social relationships across
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social groups under three different models of the underlying cultural structure. As culture can be

thought of as a collection of commonly shared facts (Axelrod, 1997; Carley, 1991; Lizardo,

2006), we represent cultural forms as bits of knowledge that spread throughout the society. Results

show that the true distribution of underlying knowledge in a society can serve to combat ethnocentr-

ism as agents learn, interact, and update their social stereotypes. However, it can also serve to

exacerbate even small amounts of ethnocentrism, suggesting the dynamic interplay between cultural

forms and stereotypes in large social systems.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. In the second section, we detail related work across

a variety of scholarly domains. In the third section, we detail our model, and in the fourth section we

provide details of our virtual experiment. The fifth section gives results of the virtual experiment,

and the sixth section concludes with a discussion of the broader implications of our study, its limita-

tions, and observations of avenues for future work.

Related Work

We rely on work covering how cognitive processes within the individual, interaction patterns along

the dyad, and societal-level structure interact to produce cultural forms and social networks. We now

situate our work vis-related theory at each of these levels of sociality.

The Individual

A plethora of work exists on how social stereotypes form and develop—we refer the reader to the

reviews of Greenwald and Banaji (1995) and Hilton and von Hippel (1996) for recent introductions

(and note that we cover only the iceberg’s tip here). In the present work, we blend the prototype and

exemplar models (Hilton & von Hippel, 1996) of stereotyping behavior, an approach in line with

calls in the social psychology literature (Hamilton & Mackie, 1990). Prototype theory suggests that

humans have representations of social groups in their cognition and use these representations to

make inferences about individuals within these groups (Hilton & von Hippel, 1996). Exemplar the-

ory suggests that instead of cognitive representations of social groups, people hold perceptions of

idealized individual group members, which in turn serve as exemplars of social groups (Garcia-

Marques & Mackie, 1999; Smith & Zárate, 1992). In the model presented here, agents hold percep-

tions of the knowledge of individuals, social groups, and the generalized other. As dictated by pro-

totype theory, agents can update their perceptions of higher order social structures through

interaction. As dictated by exemplar theory, agents can use their knowledge of individuals to con-

struct perceptions of social groups.

Despite their differences, both exemplar and prototype theory rely on the idea that cognitive

representations exist as schemas. Rumelhart (1978) defines schemas as ‘‘data structures’’ com-

prised of variables that represent what our minds expect of a given situation. Schema are instan-

tiated when they fit to a given environment—that is, our mind uses the set of schemas whose

variables best match those presented by our current situation. Once instantiated, a schema can ‘‘fill

in’’ information about what we should expect variables we cannot observe to be like. Instantiated

schemas are then updated to reflect what we have learned from the present situation, information

that will be incorporated into our perception the next time the schema is used. Our approach to

combining exemplar and prototype models of stereotyping is based on this underlying concept

of a schema. Agents hold schemas of individuals, social groups, and the generalized other and

instantiate them based on their ‘‘fit’’ to the situation at hand. Agents use schema to ‘‘fill in’’ their

perception of individual’s underlying knowledge and update schemas instantiated via interaction

with the new knowledge that they learn.
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Unfortunately, the idea that schema ‘‘fit’’ a specific environment is difficult to model via schema

theory alone. Activation theory (Collins & Loftus, 1975) provides a useful mechanism for under-

standing how this fit is determined. It suggests that humans hold a set of concepts in our cognition

that have a specific level of activation. The activation level of a concept is increased when we think

about the concept and decreases when we do not. A schema, it is argued, is instantiated not when its

distribution of characteristic variables matches the environment, but when the concepts it is associ-

ated with reach a certain threshold of combined activation. Anderson (e.g., Anderson, 2007) and his

colleagues have formalized activation theory in adaptive control of thought–rational (ACT-R;

Anderson, Matessa, & Lebiere, 1997), a computational model of the mind. We use an approximation

of ACT-R’s activation equations to model schema activation levels, described further in Morgan

et al. (n.d.).1

The Dyad

In the present work, we assume that activation is driven solely through interaction. Anderson and

Schooler (1991) have explored this viewpoint, where they show that people are more likely to con-

tact those they have recently interacted with in a way consistent with the activation equations in

ACT-R. More specifically, we assume interaction activates a single concept, the one an agent holds

of a specific individual. While only a single concept is triggered, activation theory states that activa-

tion of a particular concept spreads to a host of related concepts. In our model, when an agent inter-

acts with an individual in a given social group, activation of the individual may spread to activate

this group as well. Thus, schemas for both the individual and of the higher order social structures

may be instantiated, and consequently may be updated, upon interaction. However, as two concepts

differentiate over time, the level of activation that spreads between them dissipates. The spread of

activation from a concept of an individual to the social groups she is in therefore decreases over time

in our model. This process is related to the social psychological concept of decategorization (Wilder,

1986, as cited by Dovidio & Gaertner, 2010), whereby humans can come to regard members of

social groups solely as individuals, rather than representatives of the social groups they are in.

While activation is an important consequence of a social interaction, it is not the only thing that

results from one. Constructuralism argues that interactions also cause agents to exchange knowl-

edge. This exchange allows agents to learn what others know, allowing them a lossy perception

of the knowledge of those they have interacted with. Our extension to constructuralism defines how

agents generalize what they learn during interaction to higher order social structures. Specifically,

via our blend of exemplar theory and prototype theory, an agent may update his schematic represen-

tation of social groups and the generalized other as he learns new information about individuals he

perceives to be in one and/or the other.

This learning process provides the link between dyadic interaction and the development of an

agent’s stereotypes of higher order social structures. However, to allow agents to constantly learn

new things about social groups would contradict recent research, suggesting that stereotypes of

groups tend to harden and become fixed over time (Gregg, Seibt, & Banaji, 2006). In our model,

we assume that as a schema of a higher order social structure persists, it gradually becomes more

rigid, until eventually it does not bend even in the face of direct contrary evidence. As ongoing

research exists on the malleability of group stereotypes over time (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2010), this

presents an important variable to modify in our exploration of the parameter space.

The Society

Several ABMs have focused on the formation of stereotypes of higher order social structures (Hales,

1998; Hartshorn et al., 2012). Such works seem, however, to be focused on game theoretic models of
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social behavior, a focus different from the information diffusion–based interests of the present work.

To this end, several models have also been built to describe how dyadic interaction patterns change

over time with the diffusion of knowledge throughout an artificial society. This dynamism between

cultural flow and dyadic interaction has led to understandings of how cultures can both merge and

separate (e.g., Axelrod, 1997; Flanche & Macy, 2011; Watts & Strogatz, 1998).

However, models such as these often assume that while dyadic interaction patterns can change,

they can only do so within the bounds of some rigid, underlying social network structure. For exam-

ple, Centola and Macy (2007) assume both that there exists some static social network agents may

not stray outside of (the interaction, or ‘‘access’’ network; Flanche & Macy, 2011) and that within

this network actors’ preferences for interaction change as cultural forms flow through the network.

The authors find that modifications to this static network structure result in unique flow patterns for

complex contagions in small world networks.

While such work is enlightening, Pachucki and Breiger (2010), in their recent review of work at

the intersection of culture and social networks, rightfully argue that culture and network structure are

cyclically and dynamically intertwined. They suggest that a causal, static network structure prevents

a true understanding of how cultural forms develop. In contrast to the works mentioned above, we

thus assume that the social network is dynamic and need not be explicated to study how social struc-

ture affects cultural tendencies. Instead, we rely on the principles of homophily and cognition to

espouse or prevent new relations at the dyad level while maintaining a static social group structure.

This assumption falls in line with macroscopic structural ideas portrayed in much of social psychol-

ogy (a prominent example being Tajfel & Turner, 1979) and in sociology, perhaps most notably by

Blau (1977).

Model

Like Soar (Laird, Newell, & Rosenbloom, 1987), our model is a knowledge-level model. It assumes

all actors are privy to a set of knowledge, represented as a collection of bits (0s or 1s). Agents are

initialized with a specific collection of bits by the modeler. In the present work, agents are also initi-

alized to be in one of the four equally sized social groups.

After these initialization steps, the simulation proceeds in a turn-based fashion. At the beginning

of each turn, each agent determines his probability of interacting with all others based on how sim-

ilar he perceives their knowledge to be to his. Note that agents only consider bits set to 1 (knowledge

that they know) when determining similarity. Therefore, an agent with a knowledge set of 1100 will

believe they have a similarity of zero with an alter perceived to have a knowledge set of 0000. After

determining a probability of interaction with all other agents, each agent then selects interaction

partners and, via interaction, passes some knowledge he knows (bits that are set to 1) and receives

knowledge his partners know. How agents determine the knowledge of others and what occurs in

agent cognition as a result of an interaction are the core processes of the model. For full technical

details, including all equations and further information on the algorithms involved, we refer the

reader to Morgan et al. (n.d.).2

Model of Agent Cognition

Agents are able to develop schemas at three different social ‘‘tiers’’—the ‘‘specific other’’ (individ-

ual agents), the social group, and the generalized other. An agent determines what each other agent

knows by using the most specific tier of his schematic representation of that agent. Thus, if Alice

holds a schema of Bob as a specific other, Alice uses this schema to perceive what Bob’s knowledge

is. If Alice has no specific other schema of Bob but both knows he is in social group S1 and has a

schema for that group, she uses it to determine Bob’s knowledge. Finally, if Bob is not a specific
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other and Alice does not have a schema for S1, Alice will construct her expectation of Bob’s knowl-

edge from her perception of the generalized other. This process is modeled in Figure 1, where Alice

is attempting to form a perception of Bob’s knowledge.

Agents begin the simulation with no specific other schemas, but do begin the simulation with two

pieces of information about social groups. First, each agent is aware of all members of their own

social group. Consequently, if both Bob and Alice were to be in the same social group, say S1, Alice

would know Bob was in S1. However, agents can only learn the social groups of those outside their

own via interaction. This model assumption assures that agents are not omniscient of macrosocial

structure at the beginning of the simulation. Agents also begin with a schema of all social groups

and a schema of the generalized other. These schemas are initialized through a two-step process,

depicted in Figure 2.

First, an ‘‘omniscient’’ schema for each social group and the generalized other is constructed by

considering the knowledge of all agents in the simulation. This is done using the principle of lossy

intersection, by which a knowledge bit is set to 1 for a schema if a simple majority (50%þ 1) of the

group has that bit. This process is related to schema instantiation as described by Rumelhart (1978),

where humans tend to perceive their environment as being representative of the ‘‘average’’ of each

variable within a schema. From this omniscient schema, agents then each construct their own more

or less biased schema of each social group.

The agent’s schemas for social groups may be biased by ethnocentrism. The level at which an

agent inflicts this ethnocentric bias is determined by the initial bias parameter (IBP). The IBP gives

the probability that an agent will believe at the start of the simulation that any bit he knows is also

known by everyone in his group, and similarly as the probability of his belief that any bit he knows is

not known by members of other social groups. At a value of zero, agents therefore have no bias in

their schemas for social groups—their initial schema is true to the omniscient schematic represen-

tation constructed via the initial lossy intersection procedure. At a value of 1, an agent’s social group

schemas depict his perception that all members of the social groups he is in know everything he

knows, and all members of groups he is not in know nothing he knows.

It is important to note, however, that bias does not affect the generalized other, and thus agent

perception of the generalized other fits any actual consensus that exists in the knowledge structure

of the society. This decision was made because human perception of society has been discussed in

Figure 1. Alice needs to infer Bob’s knowledge to determine her likelihood of interacting with him.
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the related literature with respect to its nature as both an in-group (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, &

Wetherell, 1987) and an out-group (Mead, 1925). As will be seen, this modeling strategy had con-

sequences on our results, and future work may examine alternative methods for initializing agent’s

generalized other schema.

The Interaction Process

Interactions result in a series of four steps in our model of agent cognition. To explicate these steps,

we will assume that an interaction has occurred between Alice and Bob, that Bob has passed Alice

knowledge bit k, and that Bob is in social group S1. This interaction is depicted in the process model

in Figure 3. In the figure, black circles represent the beginning of the four steps we will discuss, and

model parameters are in large, boldface text. We will focus here on how Alice’s cognition is affected

by this interaction, but note that the same will be true for Bob as well.

The first step once an interaction has occurred is for Alice to learn the social group Bob is in (if

she does not know it already). Via this information, Alice can use her schematic representation of S1,

if she has one, when determining what she expects Bob to know later in the simulation. Note that this

first step assumes an agent is able to perceive the group affiliation of all others in the society imme-

diately and without error. After learning the social group Bob is in, the second step is for the level of

activation for Alice’s concept of Bob to increase. If the activation level of her concept of Bob

reaches the individual activation threshold (IAT), her schema of him is instantiated. If Alice does

not already have a schema of Bob to instantiate, she will construct one based on what she knows

of S1 and the generalized other. If she does not have a schema for S1, then Alice relies entirely

on her perception of the generalized other to initialize a schema for Bob. If Alice does have a schema

for S1, she will construct her schema for Bob by taking bits from her schema of S1 and bits from her

generalized other schema probabilistically based on the activation levels of these two schemas. Once

instantiated, Alice’s schema for Bob is then updated with the fact that Bob knows k.

It is important to recall that activation levels for concepts decay each turn—exponentially, as dic-

tated by ACT-R’s activation equations (Anderson, 2007). Therefore, if Alice does not interact with

Bob for a long period of time, the activation level of her concept for him may eventually drop below

the IAT. If this occurs, we assume the concept of Bob is too weak to cause an instantiation of Alice’s

Figure 2. Alice constructs a schema for S1.
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schema for him. Though the concept retains its activation level, we assume that her schema for Bob

is essentially ‘‘forgotten.’’ Alice must therefore reconstruct a schema for Bob the next time her con-

cept of him is activated above the IAT. This mechanism is done in part for computational efficiency,

but also is grounded in empirical evidence (Morgan et al., n.d.).

The final two steps to occur upon interaction are relevant to the social group and generalized

other schemas. Due to spreading activation, an activation of the concept of Bob in Alice’s cognition

may cause her concept of S1 to be activated as well. In order for this to occur, two conditions must be

met. First, Alice must have a specific other schema for Bob—if not, we assume that the activation of

the concept for Bob is too weak to cause a significant level of spreading activation. Second, Alice

must still strongly associate Bob with S1. The likelihood of this association is controlled by an expo-

nentially decaying likelihood function, which determines the length of time after Alice’s current

schema for Bob is constructed that she associates him with S1. The decay of this function can be

modified by the decategorization parameter (DP), which controls the ‘‘half-life’’ of the function

(i.e., the number of turns after which there is a 50% chance that an activation of Bob will lead to

an activation of S1).

If activation of Alice’s concept for S1 occurs and its activation level rises above the group acti-

vation threshold (GAT), Alice’s schema for S1 is also instantiated due to her interaction with Bob.

Like the IAT, the GAT also controls the activation level at which Alice will ‘‘forget’’ group sche-

mas. If Alice’s schema for Bob is to be instantiated and it does not exist, a schema will be con-

structed for S1. If a schema needs to be constructed, Alice forms a perception of S1 based on the

lossy intersection of all the specific other schemas she currently holds of individuals in S1. Thus,

Alice uses exemplars to construct her perception. Note that the generalized other schema is never

Figure 3. The four-step process that occurs in Alice’s mind when Bob gives Alice a piece of knowledge.
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activated and that it also cannot reach an activation level lower than the GAT. We also make the

assumption that agents never ‘‘forget’’ schemas of their own social groups, though the associated

concepts can still be activated. However, it is important to note that other initial social group schema

are not considered to be activated, but rather are temporary structures used in annealing the simula-

tion model to a more stable interaction structure. Thus, unless activated via interaction within the

first 10 turns of the simulation, these initial group schemas will be forgotten.

Finally, if they have not already hardened, Alice’s schema of S1 or the generalized other can be

updated with the belief that members of S1 (or society) are likely to know fact k. Only one of these

two will be updated on any given interaction. This selection is based probabilistically on the level of

activation of these schemas. Once a schema is selected, the group learning parameter (GLP) dictates

the likelihood that the selected schema has hardened. The GLP specifies the number of turns since

the initialization of a social group schema or a generalized other schema where agents are likely to

accept new information about it. Note that if an agent ‘‘forgets’’ a group schema, the agent will again

be able to learn about the group if the schema is reinitialized at a later time. The GLP is associated

with the same mathematical function as the DP, and thus has an equivalent functional form (though,

obviously, a different function).

Experiment

Our virtual experiment is designed to understand how ethnocentric stereotypes and initial distribu-

tions of knowledge affect social connections across groups. Our focus is thus on how modifications

to the initial distribution of knowledge to agents and changes to the IBP affect intergroup relations.

Table 1 provides a concise representation of our virtual experiment. We hold constant the total num-

ber of social groups in the model, the number of groups per agent, the DP, and the density of knowl-

edge in addition to various other more standard model parameters. However, we do vary a number of

Table 1. A Tabular Description of the Virtual Experiment.

Parameters Values Taken

Parameters of interest
Initial knowledge distribution Random, group based, all same
Initial bias parameter (IBP) 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1

Other parameters varied
Group activation threshold (GAT) �5, �1
Group learning parameter (GLP) 5, 25, 50
Individual activation threshold (IAT) �1, 0

Constants
Number of simulation turns 150
Number of agents 1,000
Number of knowledge bits 500
Number of interactions 2
Number of knowledge bits passed per interaction 1
Density of knowledge (percentage of bits set to 1) 0.4
Decategorization parameter (DP) 6
Groups per agent 1
Total number of groups 4

Repetitions
Number of repetitions 10
Total runs 3 � 11 � 2 � 3 � 2 � 10 ¼ 3,960
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parameters in order to test the resiliency of our findings to different assumptions about how agents

learn and retain group schemas.

First, we vary the IAT, which in essence allows us to see how results differ when agents are able

to retain more significant other schemas. We also vary the GAT. Increasing the GAT increases the

level of activation required for a group concept to cause an instantiation of a group schema. Intui-

tively then, as the GAT increases, the salience of social groups in the society decreases—it takes

more of a cognitive effort for agents to create and hold distinctions across different social groups,

and thus agents are slightly more likely to engage in interaction across groups. We also modify the

GLP. As the GLP increases, the number of simulation turns after construction before a social group

schema or the generalized other schema hardens increases.

While interesting effects were observed due to modifications of the GLP and the GAT, conclu-

sions for the primary questions of interest did not differ qualitatively across the knowledge condi-

tions for different values of these parameters. We therefore chose, due to space constraints, not to

discuss these results and focus instead only on the effects of the IBP and the different knowledge

conditions, described below. We thus merged runs from all other parameters together for analysis.

Initial Knowledge Distribution and the IBP

We initialize the knowledge of agents in three different ways to understand the extent to which the

underlying knowledge structure of the artificial society can serve to induce or prevent social rela-

tionships across groups. In the all same condition, all agents have exactly the same knowledge. Here,

agents will, with no ethnocentrism, begin with the perception that all social groups and the general-

ized other have exactly the same knowledge as they themselves do. Agents therefore begin with an

equal likelihood of interacting with anyone. In the second condition (the random condition), agent

knowledge is distributed randomly—there is no alignment with other agents or within social groups.

In this case, the agent will perceive the knowledge of social groups and society to be virtually null,

and consequently find they have almost nothing in common with anyone.3 In the random case,

agents with no ethnocentric bias are therefore initially equally unlikely to interact with anyone.

When agents are assumed to have ethnocentric stereotypes (or equivalently, as the IBP is

increased), however, initial interaction likelihoods change. In the all same condition, only the neg-

ative effect of the IBP on an agent’s perception of groups he is not in will affect interaction patterns,

as the agent will already perceive his own social group to have the same knowledge he has. In con-

trast, both positive stereotypes toward the agent’s own groups and negative stereotypes toward other

groups will affect interaction patterns in the random case.

In both the all same and uniform conditions, the social group an agent is in is merely a label—

there is no connection between group and the underlying knowledge structure. These two conditions

therefore test, in two different assumptions of underlying knowledge structure, how group labeling

and ethnocentrism based on social groups alone lead to social structure. In order to provide a con-

trast, we use a final condition (the group-based condition) in which the true underlying knowledge

structure is indeed aligned with social group structure. More specifically, the knowledge set is seg-

mented into four, and each group is associated with an equal-sized segment. Agents are given 90% of

the knowledge that their own social group is associated with. The dense concentration of knowledge

to these social groups means that both learning and ethnocentrism reinforce stereotypical differ-

ences. Therefore, there should be little effect of increasing ethnocentric views with the group-

based distribution, as any interactions will only serve to reinforce bias.

In all cases, the density of knowledge is held constant to ensure there is no bias from knowledge

saturation. The density selected ensured that an interesting level of interaction occurred in all cases,

but also implies that in the group-based condition, agents do hold 77 knowledge bits of the 375
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possible bits outside their social group. We hope to develop mechanisms to remove the need for this

inconsistency in the future.

Outcome Metric

Our outcome metric describes the extent to which social relations exist across social groups. Impor-

tantly, our interest is thus on social relations and not just on interactions between agents, because

relations are thought to reflect more stable aspects of social structure. In order to determine a rela-

tion, however, we must obviously decide what constitutes a relationship. A common approach in

both simulation (e.g., Hirshman et al., 2011) and empirical studies (e.g., Johnson, Kovács, & Vicsek,

2012) is to use a cutoff of interaction counts, where only agents having more than N interactions

between them are considered to have a social relation. In the present work, we choose N ¼ 2 (the

same used by Hirshman et al., 2011), providing us with social networks having a mean density of

around .016 (around 16 ties per agent).4

Having determined what constitutes a social relation, we can now define our metric. We

consider the ratio of relations formed between members of different social groups as compared

to the number formed between members of the same social group. In order to obtain a value on

a useful scale, we take the logarithm of this ratio, adding one to both the numerator and the

denominator to avoid undefined values. Thus, the outcome statistic of interest in each simula-

tion is calculated as log2
# relations connecting two agents in different groups þ 1
# relations connecting two agents in the same group þ 1

� �
, which defines the log

odds of a relationship with a member of the out-group. We ignore data from the first 25 turns

of the simulation, so that the model can anneal to a relatively stable interaction structure.

Figure 4. The x-axis represents the 10 different IBP conditions and the 3 different shapes of points represent
knowledge conditions. The y-axis gives the log odds of an out-group tie, and lines connect the mean outcomes
across the different conditions. Ninety-five percent (95%) bootstrapped confidence intervals are drawn at each
initial bias parameter (IBP) condition.
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Results

Figure 4 shows results across the three knowledge conditions for each value of the IBP. As one

would expect, the odds of a relationship across social groups are several orders of magnitude larger

when agents all hold the same knowledge. In fact, under this condition, the odds of a tie across

groups are, on average, actually greater than the odds of a relationship within a group at all IBP val-

ues below 0.8. This is due in part to knowledge similarity being too strong to be entirely reduced by

ethnocentrism. However, even at an IBP of 1, when agents believe they shared no knowledge at all

with members of other social groups, odds of a relationship across groups are still significantly

higher than in the other two knowledge conditions.

This is due to the agents’ belief that the generalized other hold exactly the same knowledge as

themselves. An agent uses his schema for the generalized other when determining the knowledge

of agents whose social group he does not know. This amounts to any agent outside of his own social

group he has not already interacted with, meaning there is a consistently large pool of other agents in

different social groups with whom he believes he shares the exact same cultural form.

However, given that agents always have such a large pool of others outside their own social group

to interact with regardless of the IBP, it is at first surprising that Figure 4 shows a strong effect of the

IBP on the odds of an intergroup relationship in the all same condition. In fact, unlike the other two

knowledge conditions, the effect of the IBP on intergroup relations actually increases as the IBP

increases.

In order to understand this, we must recall that a single social interaction does not constitute a

social relationship and that upon an initial interaction with an alter outside his social group, an agent

learns the social group of the alter. Thus, after an initial interaction, an agent will use his biased

social group schema to construct his specific other schema for the alter and to directly determine

the knowledge of this alter if he forgets this specific other schema in the future. While an agent’s

generalized other schema pushes him toward interaction with other groups, ethnocentric perceptions

therefore push him away from multiple interactions with the same person outside his group and, con-

sequently, away from forming social relationships with them. Though multiple interactions with the

same individual outside an agent’s group are not impossible, increasing ethnocentrism leads agents

to increasingly prefer interacting either with someone in their own social group or with someone

whose social group they do not know.

Agents therefore consistently interact with those outside their groups even at higher levels of eth-

nocentric bias, but rarely form social relationships with them. This has two important effects on

intergroup relations. First, because agents consistently interact with new individuals in different

social groups, group concepts are continuously activated. Consequently, agents are never able to for-

get initial ethnocentrically biased schemas and thus are not able to reconstruct a more favorable

stereotype of other social groups from exemplars. Here, then, interaction with agents in other groups

actually promotes negative stereotypes through fleeting intergroup interactions. Second, spurious

intergroup interactions actually detract from the number of within-group relationships that agents

form. This occurs because the number of interactions agents have per turn is fixed, and agents

‘‘spend’’ many of these interactions in one-shot interactions with members of other social groups.

These compounding effects are what likely lead to the increasing effect of ethnocentrism as the IBP

increases.

In contrast to the all same condition, the effect of increasing the IBP remains relatively stable and

subtle in the group-based condition. As noted previously, because knowledge is already aligned

across groups, initial social group schemas in the group-based condition do not change significantly

with increased ethnocentrism. This means agents hold a consistently strong preference toward inter-

action within their own social group regardless of the value of the IBP. This differs from the all same

condition, where increasing the IBP gave agents an increasingly incorrect, negative stereotype of
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other social groups. It also differs from the random condition, where increasing the IBP gave agent

both the perception that their own group is more like them than it really is and the perception that

other social groups are more unlike them than they really are.

In the random condition, even small levels of bias therefore lead to a strong and misplaced pre-

ference for social relationships within the agent’s own group. This explains why the effect of

increasing the IBP actually slows in the random condition—after even a small amount of ethno-

centrism is inflicted into initial group schemas, agents are pushed to interact almost exclusively

with those in their own social group. Indeed, as Figure 4 shows, by an IBP of 0.6, the average like-

lihood of an intergroup relationship when knowledge is distributed completely randomly is within

the 95% confidence interval of the case where knowledge is actually distributed according to

social groups.

Agent distaste for interacting across social groups in the group-based and random conditions

eventually leads them to forget most social group schemas aside from their own (which, as

noted above, they are not able to forget). This is shown in Figure 5A, which gives the mean

number of social group schemas held by any agent. The random and group-based conditions

show that as bias increases, agents become less likely to have any group schemas except for

their own. Figure 5A also supports our claim that agents rarely dropped group schemas in the

all same condition.

Interaction with other social groups thus can only continue in the group-based and random condi-

tions if agents perceive the generalized other to share something in common with them. Figure 5B

shows the average number of knowledge bits agents believe the generalized other holds across these

two conditions. As a point of comparison, agents in the all same condition associate a minimum of 200

knowledge bits to the generalized other. Figure 5B shows that agents in the group-based and random

conditions hold generalized other schemas that lead them to believe ‘‘society is unlike me.’’ Because

agents cannot construct a favorable view of society as a whole and can only learn new things about the

generalized other for a set period of time before their stereotypes harden, interaction patterns quickly

stabilize almost entirely to within-group interactions in these two knowledge conditions.

Figure 5. (A) The mean number of group schemas that agents held across all conditions. (B) The mean number
of knowledge bits that the generalized other schema had set to 1 across all agents in the group-based and
uniform knowledge conditions only. Error bars are 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.
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Conclusion

In the present work, we develop an ABM that binds individual cognition to the dyad with the prin-

ciple of activation via interaction and binds cognition to social structure via cognitive schemas that

represent stereotypes of social groups and the generalized other. The model is situated within con-

structuralism in the assumption that interaction drives the diffusion of knowledge and in the assump-

tion that shared knowledge is the means by which homophily informs the likelihood of interaction

between actors. We use this model to run a virtual experiment that examines how ethnocentrism

based on social group affiliation and the true underlying distribution of knowledge affect the like-

lihood of social relationships across social groups.

We find that ethnocentrism and the underlying cultural structure of our artificial society have an

interactive effect on intergroup relations, and consequently that one cannot hope to understand one

without the other. Our model suggests that even under moderate conditions of ethnocentrism, the

presence of a unifying cultural form may give rise to a highly integrated society. However, when

an underlying cultural consensus exists, ethnocentric stereotypes are actually reenforced by inter-

group interaction, which leads to a decrease in intergroup relations. When cultural consensus was

manifest within social groups but not outside of them, ethnocentric stereotypes were in alignment

with the true knowledge structure of society. Consequently, decreasing the level of ethnocentrism

did little to increase the level of social relations across groups. Finally, when no cultural forms

existed within groups or across society, we observed that even small levels of bias resulted in an

exponential decrease in the level of intergroup relationships.

Our findings suggest two broad claims of sociological interest in the context of interventions pro-

moting intergroup relations. First, we show that when cultural structure aligns with group structure,

interventions aimed at altering social stereotypes alone will fail; rather, it is necessary to take aim at

the dynamic, cultural forms within the society. In contrast, when a unifying cultural form (such as

nationalism) already exists but is muted by ethnocentrism (e.g., via race), simply increasing the

spread of cultural forms between groups is not always enough to mitigate ethnocentric stereotypes.

Instead, intergroup relationships can only be built via the breakdown of ethnocentric stereotypes.

Future work hopes to solidify these findings and to provide a stronger connection to similar empiri-

cal threads of research in the social psychology literature, most notably those stemming from contact

theory (Allport, 1979).

While we believe the work we present to be of interest both practically and theoretically, there are

a host of assumptions that may bias results. These include the assumption that the agent’s perception

of himself is perfect, that agents must interact with another before learning their social group, that

agents and their environment are void of any affective or contextual cues that may instantiate par-

ticular schema, and that, once learned, agents never forget the social groups of others. In addition, we

greatly simplify the complexities involved with schema theory and activation theory, simplifications

that will hopefully be reduced in future work. We also simplify the decision of what constitutes a

social connection to a simple ‘‘cutoff’’ value, which may not be appropriate to answer certain ques-

tions of sociological interest. Finally, we make assumptions and approximations of various func-

tional forms that require further testing. In particular, the functional form of the two annealing

functions requires a further discussion of their empirical derivation.

Though our work is set inside the empirically validated framework of the social simulation tool

Construct (Carley & Hill, 2001; Schreiber & Carley, 2013), which has been used in a variety of set-

tings itself (e.g., group mobilization; Carley, 1991; the impact of the printing press; Kaufer & Car-

ley, 1993) the extensions provided here thus espouse new avenues of data collection and validation

that are necessary. Beyond verification and validation, however, much interesting work remains to

understand how more complex sociocultural structures lead to cross-cutting homogeneity (Blau,

1977). Modifications to the number of social groups in the model, the number of social groups each
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agent is placed into, the ability of agents to retain specific other schemas, and the structure and trans-

mission mechanisms of knowledge may all have interesting effects on the development of intergroup

relationships. As such, we believe the present efforts to be only the beginning of an interesting ave-

nue of computational research that can further our understanding of the unique interplays between

interactions across the dyad, stereotypes of higher order social structures, and intergroup relation-

ships in large social systems.
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Notes

1. Though there have been attempts to apply adaptive control of thought–rational (ACT-R) to social situations

(e.g., Kaulakis et al., 2012), these models are so computationally intensive that to utilize pure ACT-R agents

would be infeasible if one wished to study even moderately sized artificial societies.

2. Additionally, for all code and executables used in the present work, we refer the reader to https://github.com/

kennyjoseph/sscr_14.

3. Recall that via the lossy intersection process, greater than half of the agents in a given group must know a

given fact in order for the agent to associate the group schema as ‘‘knowing’’ that fact. Under the uniform

knowledge condition, the number of agents knowing any given knowledge bit is binomially distributed.

Thus, we can calculate the likelihood of a group of size N having more than half of its members know any

one knowledge bit as. The odds of a group schema having any knowledge bit set to 1 at a group size of 250

are around 0.09%.

4. A cutoff of N ¼ 1 provided networks with a mean density greater than .1 (each agent has an average of 100

neighbors), which we considered to be too dense to find interesting structural properties. At N¼ 3, almost no

social connections existed at all. In addition, we note that there were a small number of cases where no social

connections occurred when N¼ 2 at low biases in the random knowledge condition. We removed these con-

ditions from analyses, but qualitative conclusions did not change when including them.
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